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sion left on the mind by a visit to a monastery or by travel in a foreign
country ? Or are we to regard such general impression, with Saxinger,
as a Phantasiegefuhl, and distinguish the latter from the ' emotional
abstract' proper? The whole subject seems full of obscurity. Dugas'
own illustrations suggest two classes of abstracts; but while the first
may be admitted as a psychical existent, the second looks suspiciously
like the product of a psychological abstraction due to reflection on a
connected mental process from without.
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The purpose of the experiments is thus described by the author :
" T h e investigation consists of experiments in which the pleasurable
mood or tone (Stimmungslust) is sharply distinguished from the
pleasure sensation on both its objective and subjective sides. I have
induced the pleasurable mood experimentally and have contrasted it
with pleasure sensation by an examination of its subjective psychical
characteristics and of its objective characteristics as indicated by the
pneumograph. I have sought to define unpleasant experience with
the pneumograph. And, lastly, I have made experiments with the
dynamometer which investigates the relation between feeling and will
from a new point of view."

In view of the difficulty of accurately comparing moods which
come in the ordinary course of experience, at more or less widely sep-
arated times, the author used for investigation the pleasurable mood
ensuing upon swallowing a solution of agreeable taste, and contrasted
it with the pleasure sensation experienced while the solution was in
the mouth. To give a definite content to consciousness the subject
performed work on a dynamometer during the experiment. The two
sorts of feeling were found to have the following subjective differences.
The pleasure sensation is a discrete part of consciousness, confined to
the taste presentation, distinct from other contents of consciousness,
from which the attention needs to be forcibly abstracted to begin work
on the dynamometer. The mood, on the other hand, is diffused, it
colors and amalgamates itself with all the content of consciousness,
producing a widening of the field of consciousness and a freeing of the
attention. The sensation of pleasure, moreover, declines during the
experiment, while the mood does not. It should be said that the
subjects of these experiments were trained psychologists.
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Some marked objective differences were also found by means of
the pneumograph. The author calculated the height, general level
and frequency of both the thoracic and abdominal curves. For weak
and moderately strong pleasure sensation he confirmed the finding of
Zoneff and Meumann. The frequency of the breathing curve increased
and the height diminished. For strong pleasure, however, the height
of the curve also increased. As a result of the pleasurable mood, on
the other hand, the frequency diminished, while the height increased
for all degrees of strength. The abdominal curves varied in general
with the thoracic. The curve level (niveau) showed no uniform
variation.

The frequency and height of the curves during very strong un-
pleasant sensation showed great individual variations. All the sub-
jects agreed in noticing very strong active tendencies, which, however,
seemed to find an outlet in different reactions. The one factor which
varied uniformly was the quotient of duration of inspiration over that
of expiration, which diminished regularly.

The motor results of unpleasant sensations were measured with a
dynamometer. The subjects preceded the contraction of the dynam-
ometer successively by simple or undefined, by sensory and bv motor
preparation of the attention. Though sensory preparation seemed to
be accomplished more easily and completely, the succeeding contrac-
tion did not show a correspondingly marked increase in intensity.
This mav, however, have been due to the imperfection of the instru-
ment, for which the author intends in future experiments to substitute
an ergograph. All the subjects of the experiment experienced a
feeling of pleasure at the beginning of motor accomplishment, but the
author concluded that this was not the cause of the increase of work
performed. This increase was marked during unpleasant sensations
for all three modes of preparation. The determination of the relative
effect of the motor and the sensory preparation was prevented by the
imperfection of the recording instrument.
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In attempting to account for the expression of emotion, Spencer set

' forth the Law of general diffused discharge, a purely mechanical
law which he formulated as follows in the Principles of Psychology,

•II., § 497; " Other things being equal, it [the diffused discharge] af-


